
THE PURCHASE OF LUXURY BUSES
STRENGTHENS OSABUS' POSITION IN THE
BUS RENTAL MARKET IN FRANKFURT

Frankfurt, 5th July—Osabus announced the strategic acquisition of
luxury buses to bolster its market presence in bus rental in
Frankfurt. This investment shows Osabus' commitment to meeting
the region's growing demand for premium transportation solutions.

The addition of these state-of-the-art luxury buses is poised to elevate Osabus' service offerings,
catering to clients seeking comfort, reliability, and style in their transportation needs. Equipped with
advanced amenities and maintained to the highest standards, these new vehicles represent a
milestone in Osabus' continuous efforts to deliver exceptional customer experiences.

"With this strategic investment, Osabus reaffirms its position in the bus rental market in Frankfurt,"
said Oskars Lusis, CEO at Osabus. "We are excited to introduce these luxury buses, which not only
enhance our fleet but also reflect our commitment to providing unmatched service quality and
comfort to our clients."

In Frankfurt, bus rental services are crucial, especially during high-demand periods. OsaBus has
recently grown its fleet with new additions, including the SETRA S 517 HD (56 seats) and Mercedes
Sprinter (19 seats). OsaBus offers diverse transport options, including private sedans, minivans,
minibusses, and buses. Our dedication to quality guarantees that every journey, whether for bus
rental or minibus rental in Frankfurt, is comfortable, safe, and customized to your specific
requirements.

Germany is a pivotal location for OsaBus, representing a key market and holding personal
significance for O. Lusis, who is fluent in German and deeply appreciates its culture. Frankfurt, in
particular, serves as a vital networking hub, linking OsaBus with clients worldwide.

Osabus is a renowned provider of bus rental services, specializing in luxury transportation solutions
across major cities in Germany. Committed to excellence and customer satisfaction, Osabus
continues to innovate and expand its fleet to meet the evolving needs of corporate and individual
clients.
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